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Direct Marketing Vehicle Service Contracts - Background
The history and failure of several large marketers is well known throughout the Direct Marketing
Vehicle Service Contracts industry and has forced many changes in the regulatory, payment
processing and underwriting environment designed to try and prevent similar catastrophic
failures.
In a fairly short period the industry for marketing Vehicle Service Contracts directly to a
consumer has gone from small startups with limited process, discipline and infrastructure to one
where many mid-sized and large highly professional marketing companies are beginning to
dominate the space.
The industry is thriving in many areas as technology and multiple points of access to sellers
allows consumers access to information and options. While the industry continues to mature
and more focus exists from a regulatory nature related to marketing practices, the professional
companies will continue to grow and thrive.
Today it’s not just the marketers selling in the space but now includes several vertically
integrated providers who have developed their own marketing programs to sell either direct to a
consumer or in a B2B2C environment.
With the average age of vehicles on the road at 11+ years it is clear consumers are keeping
cars longer and repair is top of mind with many consumers seeking the protection of a Vehicle
Service Contract.

Direct Marketing Vehicle Service Contracts - Basic Elements
The basic elements of a VSC program include the obligor, the administrator, the insurance
carrier and the marketer.
The Obligor (aka provider) is the legal entity licensed and authorized by the various states.
Many states require formal filing of the company, the forms (terms and conditions) and may
require some specific language in the customer forms. Some direct marketers have formed
their own in-house obligor to provide expanded options for product development and
underwriters. This is a state by state option and some state regulations make forming an
obligor a fairly straight-forward process.
The administrator is the entity that performs the entitlement, adjudication and processing for
claims under the service contract. Many companies operating in the space as providers are
both the Obligor and the administrator. Some direct marketers have formed their own in-house
administrators to capture additional income from the administration services and better control
the customer experience.
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Most states require the Obligor use some form of financial guarantee to ensure performance
under the agreement. This may include posting cash reserves and/or bonds, obtaining a
service contract reimbursement insurance policy (SCRIP) or a guarantee from an entity with net
equity in excess of some defined amount (generally $100m).
The easiest method for a third party provider is generally to use a service contract
reimbursement insurance policy from a licensed and admitted carrier. Many good markets exist
for highly competitive SCRIPs.
The marketer is the entity actually selling the agreement. Depending on how the product is
marketed various states may have registration requirements for the entity or agent. The
marketer is the entity that typically is responsible for tax collection where required, otherwise the
Obligor may be responsible.
All states allow properly structured Obligors to sell service contracts as a non-insurance product
with some exceptions when the sale is not through a dealer or manufacturer. California is a
good example where the product is considered mechanical breakdown insurance when sold
outside of a vehicle transaction.
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Vehicle Service Contract Program Structures
Vehicle Service Contract programs can be structured in several different ways. Each structure
has its advantages and disadvantages and each are generally utilized in different channels to
obtain the maximum benefit.
These structures include a direct program, reinsured program and a participation or profit
sharing program.
Direct Program
A direct program is a straight-forward program where a wholesale price is provided by the
Obligor and the marketer marks up the product and keeps the markup as a commission. No
contingent liability exists for the marketer in this situation.
Typically this model lacks adequate transparency for the marketer and the costs remain
constant unless the costs are inadequate on a loss basis. The marketer may receive volume
discounts or other “bonuses” but the lack of transparency shields the underwriting results and
fee structures. The traditional design of a direct program for a marketer is the least desirable
structure.
The following is an example of how an Obligor (and carrier and administrator) may model a
program. The numbers are examples only but even minor fee changes drive up the costs.
Also, some programs have additional layers of fees or commissions being paid that further drive
up the cost.
Most direct programs provide no visibility into these details.

Underwriting$Perspective
Frequency
Severity
Loss$Cost

Administrator$Perspective

62%
$1,150.00
$713.00

Frequency
Cost?Per?Claim
Admin$Raw$Cost

62%
$130.00
$80.60

Loss?Cost
Margin?(85%?target)
Claim$Reserve

$713.00
15.0%
$838.82

Admin?Raw?Cost
Margin
Admin$Cost

$80.60
35%
$124.00

Claim?Reserve
Risk?Fee?&?Other?Costs
Total$Premium

$838.82
10.0%
$932.03

Admin?Cost
Addtl.?Marketing?&?Misc
Total$Administration

$124.00
10%
$137.78

This?is?generally?how?you?would?look?
at?the?loss?ratio?for?the?reserve?fund.?
The?risk?fee?is?taken?by?the?carrier?off?
the?top.??The?rest?of?the?dollars?can?be?
kept?by?carrier,?tpa,?reinsured?or?a?
distributed?in?a?profit?share.??The?risk?
fee?will?generally?include?the?
premium?tax.

This?is?generally?how?you?would?look?at?
the?fees?from?the?perspective?of?the?
administrator.?These?fees?are?stripped?
off?and?retained?by?the?administrator.?

Cost$to$Marketer
Underwriting
Administration
Gross$Cost

$932.03
$137.78
$1,069.80

This?is?how?it?is?presented?to?the?
marketer.
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Reinsured Program
A reinsured program is an attractive option for many auto dealers where the dealer controls the
claims costs via their in-house repair shops and where the dealer wishes to participate in the
underwriting results in a vehicle with different options and tax structures. The risk is formally
and legally transferred from the insurance carrier to a captive reinsurance company owned by
the seller and/or its principals. The funds are generally placed in a trust, retained or secured by
a letter of credit by the fronting carrier as security for future claims
This option presents real risk to a seller if they do not control the repair process as adverse
selection can drive underwriting losses. Any underwriting losses are the responsibility of the
reinsurance company to pay. It is also important to evaluate the revenue recognition issues that
can be caused when the company is also in the stream of risk via reinsurance. This is generally
a concern for publicly held companies.
Reinsurance is very attractive to a third
party obligor and insurance carrier as they
are able to take off their profit in the form
of fees upfront and then not have any
claims risk for losses in excess of the
reserves. The carrier also receives relief
from the excess surplus requirements
mandated by AM Best or the state.
A properly structured reinsurance program
provides visibility into the entire cost
model and full disclosure for claims, fees,
taxes and other loss adjustment expenses
are exposed. This allows a true cost
model for the marketer to benchmark.

This process flow is a simple example
of a reinsured program.
Several
variations exist but this is a good
overview.
This model doesn’t show the payment
processing providers, an important
element in the direct model but
outside the reinsurance flow.
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Participation or Profit Sharing Program
A participation or profit sharing program is an attractive structure in non-dealer business for
several reasons. Like a reinsured model this type of structure can be designed to provide clear
visibility into all aspects of the program.
In addition, no contingent liability or underwriting losses are passed to the marketer via
reinsurance yet actual underwriting profit is shared back to the seller. Also, generally no
revenue recognition issues will exist in a participation program.
A profit sharing calculation and distribution can be performed semi-annually after an initial
period has elapsed allowing the profit to be distributed back to the marketer and also allowing
pricing to be adjusted to a mutually agreed upon target loss ratio.
If the underwriting results are short the provider/carrier is responsible and the provider/carrier
will adjust the rates on a go-forward basis. If the program has excess profit it comes back to the
marketer and the marketer can then seek a price reduction to lower the upfront cost on a goforward basis to an agreeable targeted loss ratio.
There is no need to overpay and then wait for a profit share, a truly transparent relationship will
allow the rates to adjust to the experience on a regular basis.

Vehicle Service Contract Program - Conclusion
For a long period a direct marketer of Vehicle Service Contracts had very limited options for
providers. This meant a marketer didn’t always have the best program available and often paid
inflated costs with little to no transparency to the actual results. Providers would simply quote a
rate by class and coverage or detail off summary costs for items like premium tax, excise or
surplus tax and loss adjustment expenses with little visibility into the validity of the fees charged.
Today, leading marketers are evaluating their providers for transparency, collaboration and
developing the right type of program structure to meet the marketers objectives.
Personal Safeguards Group, LLC helps leading companies develop and/or enhance their
Vehicle Service Contract program structures to maximize income and create collaborative
transparent relationships with top providers and carriers.
For more information please contact:
Michael Frosch
Principal
Personal Safeguards Group, LLC
email: Mike@PersonalSafeguards.com
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